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Negative Interest Rates: A Transfer Pricing Perspective

The authors discuss intercompany financing considerations in the case where monetary

authorities implement (or target) negative interest rates. Because negative interest rates

can trigger counter-intuitive behaviors, such as penalizing savings and encouraging bor-

rowing, the price at which two parties would rationally transact is affected by the actions

of government. Transfer pricing practitioners should consider how these market activities

might relate to an intercompany context and whether such policy drivers are an important

‘‘comparability factor’’ to consider in evaluating pricing.

BY KRISHNAN CHANDRASEKHAR, PH.D., RYAN
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M onetary authorities around the world have tradi-
tionally used low interest rates as a means of
economic stimulus. While the precise instru-

ments may vary by central bank, the aim is to encour-
age borrowing and trigger investment and spending.
However, unconventional monetary policy responses to
the recent financial crisis have pushed the boundaries
of what central banks have traditionally been able to ac-
complish. Despite significant quantitative easing and
low-target-rate policies, many countries have not expe-
rienced the expected economic growth.

Consequently, central banks have doubled down,
ratcheting rates lower and lower to the point that they
have targeted their nominal target interest rates at a negative value.1 In June 2014, the European Central

1 There have been previous episodes where this phenom-
enon has occurred, such as Switzerland during the 1970s. Nev-
ertheless, historic cases were isolated events and of lower
scale.
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Bank (ECB) announced its use of negative rates2, fol-
lowed by the Swiss National Bank in December 2014.3

The most recent entrant has been Japan, which made
effective its 0.1 percent target rate policy in February
2016.4 In addition, an increasing number of countries
and monetary authorities are closing in on the zero
boundary.

However, not every country that is facing continued
slowdowns in its economy has chosen to use negative
rates. Recently, for example, the Bank of England cut
its bank rate (its official interest rate) to the lowest level
in its history: 0.25%,5 in hopes of curtailing the foretold
Brexit recession. The Bank of England’s governor,
Mark Carney, has rejected the possibility of going be-
low zero.6 This position contrasts with the ECB’s deci-
sion to set its rate on the deposit facility (one of its key
interest rates), at negative values, along with the poli-
cies of other European countries such as Denmark,
Sweden, and Switzerland to have target interest rates
below zero.

Furthermore, there is a growing concern that ultra-
accommodative monetary policies are simply not going
to be enough. As The Economist points out7, countries
need to stop relying exclusively on central banks to do
the work. Fiscal policy, coupled with structural reforms,
is vital in order to survive in this low-rate environment.
However, several factors complicate this call to action.
First, there is the fear that governments will hesitate to
reverse course once the need for the stimulus is over.
Second, public infrastructure investment can be un-
wieldly and politicized. Finally, it is complicated to set
up consistent countercyclical policies that will remain
in place through several election cycles. This continued
monetary and fiscal policy uncertainty has allowed for
low, and even negative, interest rates to be observed in
market traded debt. Germany’s, Switzerland’s and Ja-
pan’s government 10-year bonds have reached negative
territory.8

Monetary Policy and Economic Theory
Negative interest rates are not a new phenomenon to

economic researchers. There is vast literature on the
zero-bound interest rate issue going back several de-
cades. Zero and/or negative interest rate research

raised to prominence during Japan’s ‘‘Lost Decade’’ in
the 1990s (which now extends to ‘‘Lost Decades’’) and
regained central stage after the global recession follow-
ing the U.S. recession that started in late 2007.

Many have argued that at a zero interest rate, a li-
quidity trap is created and thus reduces the effective-
ness of monetary policy. Under normal circumstances,
a central bank can purchase (government) bonds and
thus, inject cash into the economy. The increased de-
mand for bonds raises their price, which lowers their in-
terest rates, since bond interest rates and prices are in-
versely related. The combination of lower interest rates
(low opportunity cost) and liquidity stimulates the
economy through the investment and consumption
channels. However, when an economy is facing a li-
quidity trap, interest rates are so low that bonds become
close substitutes for cash and there is an excess de-
mand for liquidity. Agents want to sell their bonds and
hoard cash.9 This behavior breaks down the previously
mentioned investment and consumption mechanism
and limits the impact of monetary policy. In addition,
there is less incentive to save in interest-bearing assets,
since interest rates are considerably low. The desire for
cash holdings might further reflect expectations of
higher interest rates in the future (which would reduce
the value of bonds), possible deflation, or lack of confi-
dence in the future of the economy.

Nevertheless, many economists argue that in desper-
ate economic times, other policy tools besides interest
rates can be used. For example, McCallum (2000) has
argued that monetary stabilization can be achieved via
the foreign exchange market. However, others, such as
Mankiw (2009) and Kimball (2015), have argued in fa-
vor of going below the zero limit, in light of the liquid-
ity trap.

In the case of the U.S., the Federal Reserve targets
the federal funds rate (FFR), which is the rate at which
financial institutions that accept deposits can trade fed-
eral funds (i.e., balances they hold at the Fed) with each
other through overnight, uncollateralized, transactions.
The effective FFR is negotiated between the two institu-
tions. However, the Fed influences the rate through
‘‘open market operations’’ to be close to the FFR tar-
get.10 By reducing the FFR, the Fed signals to financial
institutions that they can obtain a cheap(er) source of
overnight funding. Therefore, in theory, if the Fed re-
duces its target rate, this has a pass-through effect that
affects other interest rates (e.g., personal loans, car
loans, mortgage loans) in the economy, while still pre-
serving financial institution interest margins.11

2 Press release, European Central Bank, ECB introduces a
negative deposit facility interest rate (June 11, 2014) (https://
www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2014/html/
pr140605_3.en.html).

3 Press release, Swiss National Bank, Swiss National Bank
introduces negative interest rates (Dec. 18, 2014) (http://
www.snb.ch/en/mmr/reference/pre_20141218/source/
pre_20141218.en.pdf).

4 Specifically, The Bank of Japan’s uncollateralized over-
night call rate has an interest rate range of 0 percent to -0.1
percent, as of October 2016.

5 Press Release, Bank of England, Bank of England cuts
Bank Rate to 0.25% and introduces a package of measures de-
signed to provide additional monetary stimulus (Aug. 4, 2016)
(http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/news/
2016/008.aspx).

6 Phillip Inman, ‘‘Carney Could Cut Interest Rates to Zero
but Not Below,’’ The Guardian, Feb. 26, 2016 (https://
www.theguardian.com/business/2016/feb/23/bank-of-england-
could-cut-interest-rates-to-zero-but-not-below-says-mark-
carney).

7 ‘‘The Low-Rate World,’’ The Economist, Sept. 24, 2016.
8 As of October 2016.

9 Maria Arias and Yi Wen, ‘‘The Liquidity Trap: An Alterna-
tive Explanation for Today’s Low Inflation,’’ The Regional
Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, April 2014
(https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/regional-economist/
april-2014/the-liquidity-trap-an-alternative-explanation-for-
todays-low-inflation).

10 Effective Federal Funds Rate, Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis (https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/FEDFUNDS).

11 The FFR is not the only tool the Fed has at its disposal.
The Fed can also alter the reserve requirement (the amount fi-
nancial institutions must have in reserve at either the Fed or in
its vault) as well as alter the discount rate (the rate that finan-
cial institutions can borrow from the Fed). In recent times, the
Fed has undertaken additional measures in attempts to stimu-
late the economy. For the purposes of this paper, we focus on
the FFR, and like rates internationally.
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Diving deeper, standard economic theory links inter-
est rates to consumption (especially in durable goods)
and investment. Thus, if a monetary authority lowers
the cost of these activities, by way of cheaper access to
funds, it should stimulate economic growth (and poten-
tially inflation). As such, rational market agents would
rather spend or invest instead of saving money, due to
lower opportunity costs. The less expensive financing
and the lower opportunity cost together incentivizes
households and firms to increase their demand for
loans and reduce their level of savings. In that way, the
central bank can affect the intertemporal allocation of
resources.

However, if interest rates trend negative, the above
process would be more extreme by penalizing savers
and benefiting borrowers. This is because a negative in-
terest rate effectively punishes an individual for holding
money at a financial institution, since this would force
the depositor to pay the financial institution to hold
money. Similarly, a negative interest benefits borrowers
because it would require the financial institution, as the
lender, to pay the borrower to borrow money. Thus,
there are consequences for the real sector.

From this perspective, negative interest rates can
also arise when the services provided by the financial
institution are more valuable than the opportunity cost
of deferring consumption. For example, maintenance
fees for bank checking accounts grant access to safe
storage and reduce the costs associated with holding
cash. With nominal interest rates close to zero on
checking accounts, having the depositor pay the finan-
cial institution fees to maintain the checking account
can effectively cause a negative interest rate. Certain
U.S. banks charge monthly maintenance fees for their
checking accounts ranging from $6.95 to $19.95, unless
some conditions are met, such as having monthly direct
deposits of at least $1,000 or maintaining an average ac-
count of balance of $5,000, depending on the product.12

However, if there is enough competition in the market
and sufficient investment opportunities, financial insti-
tutions will face incentives to provide those services for
lower rates, less taxing requirements for wavering the
fees or even for free, since deposits are a relatively
cheap source of funding compared to other alternatives.

Financial Sector Implications
Negative interest rates can lead to several complica-

tions for the financial sector as well. First, negative
rates eliminate the incentive for market agents with sur-
pluses to deposit their money in instruments with nega-
tive nominal guaranteed returns. Since storing physical
bills is still an option, market agents may circumvent
depositing in institutions that charged negative interest
rates, which would reduce the banking multiplier effect.
This would cause a reduction in the velocity of money
and potentially a liquidity problem for financial institu-
tions.

In addition, lending may not be advantageous. Finan-
cial institutions with access to the FFR could borrow at
a more negative rate than what they lend at, but they
would still need to be able to pass the negative rates to
their other sources of funding to maintain sufficient in-

terest spreads. A financing institution would effectively
pay borrowers to borrow money, which may cause
some financial entities to see their profits reduced due
to a loss in revenue and their inability to pass the en-
tirety of the cost to their depositors. Further, there may
be reputational consequences to be the first institution
to start charging negative interest rates on deposits.

This is particularly troublesome in the Euro financial
system, where lenders face both slow economic growth
and a low-interest environment. In addition, retail
banks, which rely mainly on their intermediation activi-
ties, are the most affected. Where the ECB has lowered
its deposit rate to below zero, few banks have followed
suit. The reaction by banks often varies by country. As
noted in a recent Economist article, banks in Germany,
Italy, and Japan, which depend on net interest spreads,
are hesitant to adopt negative interest rates.13

Some other tools might be used to solve this di-
lemma. For example, imposing high inflation rates is
equivalent to having taxes on currency holders.
Mankiw (2009) argues that nominal interest rates could
remain at zero while real interest rates could be nega-
tive. Kimball (2015) has proposed the use of electronic
money as the unit of account, which would be a time-
varying paper currency deposit fee on net cash deposits
at the cash window of the central bank. Business would
deposit their cash earnings in their bank accounts and
be charged the fee that the bank has to pay to the cen-
tral bank.

As negative interest rates increase the demand for
borrowing, they may also generate leverage bubbles,
given the excess supply of debt. In addition, speculative
investment risk could increase, due to the search for
higher, or even positive, yields in the financial sector. In
general, in increased amount of risky investments are
undertaken in an environment of exceptionally low
margins (cost of debt is historically low). For example,
in the banking sector, the net interest margin has de-
creased consistently, even though funding costs have
remained low.14 This could push banks to take on
riskier clients or loans in order to improve their return.
The combination of increased leverage and riskier in-
vestment allocations can compound by each other, cre-
ating a buildup of systemic risks throughout the
economy.

Despite these risks, the Fed is currently studying the
experience of other economies that have used negative
rates, and Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen as said
that using negative interest rates is not out of the ques-
tion.15 However, she also mentioned the need to con-
sider several issues to reduce the danger of unintended
consequences. In a situation where quantitative easing
is increasingly less effective, there could be additional
potential paths for monetary policy making.

12 See U.S. Bank, Compare Checking Accounts, https://
www.usbank.com/bank-accounts/checking-accounts/compare-
checking-accounts.aspx.

13 ‘‘Autumn Blues,’’ The Economist, Oct. 8, 2016.
14 David Wheelock, ‘‘Are Banks More Profitable When In-

terest Rates Are High or Low?’’ Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis (May 16, 2016) (https://www.stlouisfed.org/on-the-
economy/2016/may/banks-more-profitable-interest-rates-high-
low).

15 Heather Long, ‘‘Janet Yellen: Negative Interest Rates
Possible in U.S.’’ CNN (Feb. 11, 2016) (http://money.cnn.com/
2016/02/11/news/economy/negative-interest-rates-janet-
yellen/).
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Government Guidance
In May 2016, the Norwegian Tax Administration

published guidance for the tax treatment of negative in-
terest rates. In the case of bank deposits, negative inter-
est rates applied to bank deposits cannot be deducted
from taxable income, but a deduction is possible if the
rate is implemented as a charge or fee for acquiring,
maintaining or securing taxable income.16 Denmark’s
Ministry of Taxation’s guidance, published in February
2016, stipulated that negative interest rates were tax de-
ductible and could be either deducted from taxable in-
come or offset by positive interest rates.17 Germany’s
Ministry of Finance published its guidelines in May
2016, specifying that negative interest rates should be
accounted for as deposit charges and cannot be de-
ducted from personal income tax as interest.18

The varying treatment of tax impacts points to tax
authorities trying to catch up with the evolving mon-
etary environment. Each country is deciding its own set
of policies, so divergence, at least initially, should be ex-
pected.

Transfer Pricing Perspective
Transfer pricing, by its very nature, looks for market

and economic fundamentals in order to evaluate the
most appropriate pricing for intercompany transac-
tions. Tax authorities require that the price set be based
on arm’s-length principles, or the price at which two
unrelated parties would rationally transact. This holds
true for financial transactions, which rely on the pricing
of interest rates. Related members of multinational en-
terprises (MNEs) utilize intercompany loans, cash pool-
ing, factoring arrangements, and the like to efficiently
allocate funds within their system.

The topic of intercompany financing is increasingly
relevant as observed through recent publications by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment through its Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS). BEPS Action 4 relates to proposed rec-
ommendations regarding best practices in the design of
rules to prevent base erosion through the use of interest
expense given that multinational groups may achieve
favorable tax results by adjusting the amount of debt in
a group entity.19

More recently, in October 2016, the Internal Revenue
Service and the U.S. Treasury Department issued new
and proposed regulations under Section 385 targeting
related-party funding transactions, specifically address-
ing whether a debt instrument should be treated as debt
or equity for U.S. federal income tax purposes.20

In traditional, positive interest-rate environments,
transfer pricing practitioners may look to price inter-
company interest rates by analyzing similar market
transactions. As discussed above, given the implications
that may occur with negative interest rates, attention
must be paid to this unique economic environment.

Negative Interest in Intercompany Context
In the case of negative interest rates within an inter-

company context, it is hard to rationalize that a subsid-
iary of a multinational that lends its funds to a related
party should also pay for doing so. While it would be of
interest to the multinational to allocate funds from af-
filiates that have extra cash to affiliates in need of cash,
to charge the cash-rich affiliates negative rates would
run counter to rational, independent market-agent be-
havior. As mentioned above, there may be circum-
stances where an intermediary may need to use nega-
tive rates, but these financial institutions have other
means to recoup costs (i.e, through fees or other busi-
ness segments). In the context of intercompany loans,
where loans often originate from non-financing entities,
this is not a common fact pattern.

Moreover, the economics of pricing an intercompany
loan may point to a zero lower bound on the interest
charged. First, there is inherent (default) risk to lending
transactions. On top of this default risk, there may be
other risks that lenders need to consider, such as sover-
eign risk, currency risk, or liquidity risk. Even at the
most basic level, removing any type of risk, there is an
opportunity cost for the lender. The lender could for ex-
ample use such funds for other investing opportunities
that would likely yield a higher return than a negative
interest rate. A lower bound of zero can be imple-
mented through floating rate pricing by setting a lower
bound of zero on the applicable base rate (often tied to
base market rates of the applicable loan currency, such
as LIBOR) while pricing an additional margin based on
the risks described, which can still be analyzed through
floating rate market transactions. For many multina-
tionals, the credit margin applied to the floating (nega-
tive) base rate may be sufficient in ensuring the overall
interest rate is positive. This may therefore alleviate the
worry from a lender perspective about the economic
motivation to lend money to a related party. In addition,
based on our discussion above, setting a lower bound of
zero (and applying a positive margin, ensuring a posi-
tive interest rate) may be supported by market evidence
and economic rationale.

Intercompany Cash Pooling
A similar rationale can be applied to intercompany

cash-pooling arrangements. Cash pooling allows multi-
nationals to efficiently allocate overnight balances from
affiliates with excess cash to affiliates with cash needs.
This activity often results in the multinational setting up
a financing company to facilitate these financial ar-
rangements. Cash pools provide overnight facilities for
affiliates, allowing for overnight deposits and withdraw-
als. The choice of cash pool framework may dictate the
nature to which (negative or positive) interest rates
should be applied. There are two basic framework mod-

16 See Norwegian Tax Administration principle statement
issued on May 18, 2016, related to negative interest rates.

17 See Danish Ministry of Taxation’s press release issued
Feb. 27, 2015 (http://www.skm.dk/aktuelt/presse/
pressemeddelelser/2015/februar/negative-renter-er-
fradragsberettigede).

18 See Germany’s Ministry of Finance guidelines issued in
May 2016 (http://www.bundesfinanzministerium.de/Web/DE/
Home/home.html).

19 See the 2015 final report under OECD BEPS Action 4,
Limiting Base Erosion Involving Interest Deductions and
Other Financial Payments (http://src.bna.com/tp).

20 Press Release, U.S. Department of Treasury, Fact Sheet:
Treasury Issues Final Earnings Stripping Regulations (Oct. 13,

2016) (https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/
Pages/jl0579.aspx).
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els an intercompany cash pooling structure can take: a
service provider model and an entrepreneur model.21

One crucial implication between the two basic cash-
pooling structures is the level of risk undertaken by the
cash pool header (Header), the entity that facilitates the
deposit and lending arrangement of the pool. In a ser-
vice provider context, the Header is guaranteed a speci-
fied level of return (a service fee), thereby insulating the
Header from various market and financial management
risks. Based on the principle that a service provider
Header should achieve a routine return, there must be a
sufficient interest rate spread between affiliates that de-
posit money and affiliates that withdraw money.

Allowing for negative base interest rates on cash
pool transactions may be problematic because it affects
the routine return earned by the Header on the overall
arrangement. This result is further complicated by the
balances of the overall cash pool. Pricing may vary de-
pending on whether the cash pool is net long (deposits
in excess of draws) or net short (draws in excess of de-
posits). A net long service provider Header may observe
income in two separate forms: interest income (from
draws) and investment income (from excess deposits).
Putting investment income aside, a transfer pricing
policy using negative base interest rates on both deposit
and draw transactions may result in a routine return for
the Header only if there is an adequate net interest mar-
gin between draws and deposits to compensate the
Header for its net long position.22 If an adequate return
is not generated by the Header, there may be economic
rationalization for setting a base rate floor of zero and
widening the net interest margin to allow for the
Header to achieve this routine return. There also may
be arguments for passing along the margin ‘‘loss’’ to the
depositors to ensure the Header achieves its (limited
risk) service provider return.

Service Provider Framework

In a net short service provider framework, the
Header may choose to price the draw transactions
based upon its cost of funds, given the depositors pro-
vide insufficient liquidity to fulfill all draw demands. In
doing so, the Header can build into the cost of funds, its
required return, thereby ensuring its service provider
remuneration is achieved, irrespective of if negative
base rates are imposed to the system.

Entrepreneurial Model

The alternative model framework is that of an entre-
preneur Header. As an entrepreneur, the Header is typi-
cally not guaranteed any level of return for the services
it provides. In doing so, the Header is undertaking the
risk of financial intermediation. One may argue that un-
der this framework, market-observed deposit and draw
interest rates should be imposed given that the Header
is acting more akin to a financial institution. In this con-
text, a negative base deposit rate, along with a negative
base draw rate may still lead to a positive net interest
margin, depending on the net long or short position of
the pool. Either way, the Header is not guaranteed a
margin outcome. Given the above discussion around
how financial institutions are handling the negative in-
terest rate environment, and given that a cash pool
Header may not have alternative avenues as a source of
funds (e.g., other banking activity common in third-
party financial institutions), imposing service fees to the
cash pool participants can be a way to counteract cer-
tain detrimental impacts from the negative interest rate
environment, to ensure the Header would rationally un-
dertake such an intercompany arrangement.

It is important to reiterate that intercompany cash
pools have no real market comparable as an overall ar-
rangement. Financing institutions which provide over-
night deposit and draw facilities provide many other
services to customers that can influence pricing. In this
respect, pricing deposit and draw transactions indepen-
dently by looking at pricing observed in the market may
be a starting point. However, especially in an entrepre-
neurial cash pool context, the additional differences in
activities, supplementary services, and regulatory
drivers/differences may be raised in a comparability as-
sessment of the pricing on each transaction and the
overall results anticipated at the Header.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the transfer pricing perspective re-

garding negative interest rates needs to consider the ap-
plication of similar, uncontrolled, transaction pricing in
its entirety (i.e., not just considering the stand-alone
transactions but also the collateral transactions and
policy environment). Given the activities of monetary
policy makers, and subsequent market agent behavior,
deviating from direct market observations may be war-
ranted in an intercompany context under certain cir-
cumstances. We have provided examples of two com-
mon cash pool structures where allowing for negative
interest rates may or may not be appropriate. Ulti-
mately, each framework should be analyzed on a case-
by-case basis with relevant applicable facts.

21 There are various forms of both of these models that can
have critical implications to the transfer pricing (interest rate
pricing) proposed. The approaches discussed in this article are
intended to cover the two extreme model frameworks.

22 When setting interest rates, it is important to still con-
sider investment income as a source of income (or loss) within
the system.
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